
Delivery: moving from 
development control to 
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Name of authority

date www.pas.gov.uk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The presenter should modify this slide to add the name of the local authority and the date of the briefing session. 



Before we start…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Housekeeping:

Instructions if Fire Alarm sounds

Where toilets are

Switch mobile phones off or to silent

This slide allows the presenter to provide the “housekeeping” details for the session.   We suggest that the presenter familiarizes him/herself with the layout and organization of the venue in order to provide details of fire alarm arrangements, toilet facilities, hearing loops (if required).
It is also good practice to use this opportunity to tell the audience how long the session will last and when a comfort break will be scheduled.  Please also remind them to turn off their phones. 

http://www.clker.com/clipart-men-women-bathroom1.html


Introductions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a chance to introduce the presenters.
Say who they are, what authority they come from and their role within the authority.  It is often useful to add a comment on the experience of the presenter in relation to service improvements in their authority.
If the presenters come from outside  the Council, it is also recommended that the speakers take a few minutes to explain that they are here to explain what they know, facilitate discussion, share ideas and maybe even provide a little challenge.
The presenters will present their opinions but not to tell the audience how to run their service – that’s their job.



Planning Advisory Service

• Improvement
• Self-sustaining
• Better planning
• High productivity
• Outcomes that your community want to 

achieve

…of … with … and for the sector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation has been developed by PAS as part of their long standing programme of support for local authorities to tackle the challenges in the planning system and to improve the way planning is delivered in local authorities.
PAS is focused on supporting local authorities to find their own ways to improve by bringing sharing good practice from other authorities, and developing flexible responses to new challenges.
The goals of PAS are to ensure that capacity is built within authorities so that improvement is self sustaining and leads to high productivity for the resources committed.
PAS promotes better practice in planning services, so that the investment of time and resources leads to the delivery of outcomes, in your area, that your communities want.
Crucially, PAS is part of the Local Government Group.  It uses Local Government resources, expertise and skills with and for the sector.



Starting with the planning system
Plans set out a long term vision for places;
balancing economic, social and environmental 
needs;

And importantly provide a strategy to lead to 
this.

They provide legitimacy through testing out  
evidence  and effective engagement with the 
people living and working there.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll begin this session with a very brief overview of the planning system:
Its an legislative system of interconnected parts – and its important when looking at any one of those parts to understand where it fits into the whole and to have a clear view on what the PURPOSE of the whole thing is.
The development plan is a key set of plans that set out the long term vision for places.  There are components that are national policies, set by government, and local policies that are directly about local authority area.  The plan looks to balance the economic, social and environmental needs of the area in a way that makes those sometimes tough choices between competing objectives and sets out the direction that will be taken for the future.
The development plan is not just a static picture of the rosy future it must provide a strategy that takes into account what exists, resources available, constraints and balances these against the aspirations of the people who live there.
The plan provides legitimacy for the decisions about place that will be made in the future.
It does this by testing the evidence for the strategy, and engages to find out what the community value, want to see improve and their preferences for how to achieve these. 



But Planning is not just about plans -

Its about the actual changes that 
happen to the places in your area.

Its a decision making framework which aims 
to manage competing uses for space by 
having reference to the development plan, 
consulting others, and ensuring value for the 
community wherever possible.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But planning is not just about the documents where we set down the vision and strategy – its also  about using these to manage the changes that happen in actual places – on the ground  where new developments can change both the physical environment but also the social and economic character  of the place for the people who live and work there.
This management takes place through the decision making framework whereby proposals are developed, shaped and delivered – not just where planning applications are decided and permissions refused or granted. 



The Planning Reform Agenda

Community 
Right to Build

Neighbourhood Plans Local Plans

National Policy

Incentives Planning 
decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is slightly adapted from one that DCLG have been using to describe the new vision for planning as set out in the Planning and Localism Bill.
You will have heard or read about neighbourhood plans and community right to build etc.
This slide sets up an image of these new structures fitting together with the familiar structures of the national policies, the local plan and planning decisions.
While the exact details of the Government’s neighbourhood planning policy are still in development we have a strong feel for the direction of travel. So what are the key principles – at their heart is genuine and active community engagement and empowerment and planning’s role as an enabler of change. 
Some of the consistent messages are:
reducing local authority decision-making on development and planning in neighbourhoods
the ability for neighbourhoods to be self-defined (but within constraints)
a neighbourhood-owned and community-initiated process –LPAs will support but aren’t seen as leaders of this process.
creating a light-touch testing process, 
using the planning process and decentralisation to maximise creativity and innovation at a local level
through the granting of pp it might reduce the amount of small scale development in the planning system
it is an entirely permissive regime  - there’s no compulsion to have neighbourhood plans if the community don’t want them.




Purpose of this session

In your authority do you think planning is mainly 
about:
- stopping the bad stuff from 

happening? 
Or

- encouraging development that 
delivers the right stuff for your 
community ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have set a bit of context – here is the “main event” for this briefing session.
I’m going to ask you to talk to your neighbour for five minutes about what you think is the answer to the question that I have put on this slide –
On the basis of your experience as councilors in ???? Council; Do you think that this council’s planning system is mainly about 
stopping poor quality or destructive development from happening?
 or is its focus more about working to encourage investment in the  kind of development that will be more likely to deliver the vision that you and your communities and neighbourhoods want for your area?
Please see if you can find some examples that demonstrate what you find.
Offer the group a chance to discuss their views for 15 minutes.



Where we would like to take you…

• To move from regulatory driven development 
control to outcomes focussed development 
management

• To help committee members be clear about 
their role and how to engage in a positive and 
proactive planning system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you are out at a party – do you find your self side stepping that question the answer to which is “I’m on the planning committee” – because it invariably excites people to recount every story about every planning application that was held up, where their views were not agreed with, where what was allowed or refused was either appalling or a golden opportunity missed (as appropriate).
Our proposition is that its sometimes really hard to defend the decision that you take, because the decision has more to do with judging whether a proposal  is bad enough to win an appeal than it has to do with ensuring that  development will contribute to making  a better place.
Development management is about turning the process around so that planning is not just about the final decision…
But the process that leads up to that decision.
This briefing session will take you through the role that you as elected members can play in a positive development management process.  We’ll go through the considerations that you will need to take on board and the way that you can help to make the most of the investment opportunities by using planning effectively.
In the end, I hope that the process will at the very least give you the chance to say…”yes, I know that proposal – I was particularly pleased that we were able to work with the developer and the community on that one.  That development will make a big difference to the area and its going to deliver….”  Or even “Yes, it was a big pity that the proposal just wasn’t going to make enough of a contribution to the area, even though we tried to get a), b) or c).”
 



Development management

Right development 
Right place 
Right time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Effective Development management activity should lead to the right development, in the right place at the right time. 



What do you think your role is?

• As an elected member
• As a member of the planning committee
• As a ward member
• As a member of the Cabinet
• As a member of a political group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Development management is not just a matter of the planning application.
What happens before the application is submitted is just as important
And the process after the application hass been granted permission is important.
Why?
One of the key elements of DM is its goal of bringing about the vision for the area.  This is partly to do with the work in plan making and is partly to do with any development of site specific or area planning.  With  the advent of neighbourhood plans this may well be the point at which the local vision is established and can be part of the development management process.
The pre-application phase is not so much about whether a development is acceptable in principle, but when its possible to be most effective in shaping up a proposal.  This is the time for getting the development right and  making sure that any adverse impacts are avoided by testing out the issues around design, ecology, transport, highways works etc.
The processing of an application  needs to be efficient and effective, just like the rest of the activities.  But this is a statutory part of the process and is the “stage” where the consideration is played out in public according to the legislative rules. The planning committee’s role is so important  in making sure that the correct process is followed and due consideration is given to a relevant matters (including the views of sometimes conflicting interests) in a proper balanced way.
In contrast to the traditional DC approach, the business doesn’t stop after the permission is given.  This is particularly so for schemes that have a significance for the area.  Where a proposal will help to make a positive contribution  to the area, its not going to be good enough to leave the delivery to chance.  The LA and the community will want this built.  A DM approach has a role in supporting this.  It may be that  some aspects require the participation of other local partners and the Council is well placed to broker this. It could be that economic conditions mean that different staging of development phases is required, or it might need some aspects of construction require liaison with the local community.
The final phase is evaluation.  This is an opportunity to set up a learning process so that future proposals are considered in the light of what we have learned from both the process of considering the application and whether the development does deliver the expected outcomes for the community. 



Vision for the area

Delivery and
compliance

Evaluate
and monitor

Pro active 
site specific planning

Pre-app discussions

Development 
management delivery 
chain

Application 
handling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you think that you can take an active role in a development management approach?
Allow the members to spend some time in discussion , encouraging them to think about how the different roles would affect what how they can be involved in this proactive, outcomes focused  consideration of development.
Suggest 15 minute round table discussion. 



Role of Members

• Role in this new world?
• Know what the strategic vision is
• What do communities want?
• How to use value/gain from development

• Reconciling active engagement with integrity 
and probity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now to start with the vision:
The reference point needs to be the core strategy which will set out the direction of travel for the authority in terms of shaping the area.  This will explain the strategic goals.
In ???? these are:  (check and add as appropriate)
As members its important that you have been part of the process of developing these through the Local Development Framework. I wont go into this further here as there is a more detailed members briefing paper on that topic.
But in the development Management context, the members’ role is to ensure that progress is made in the short and medium term to travel along that strategic road.
Planning does not have to be – and should not be – just a passenger.  There are opportunities to make sure that strategic schemes for redevelopment or regeneration are taken up in a way that benefits the whole community and not just a single land owner or developer.  The members’ role is sometimes to show leadership by encouraging developers to come forward with schemes that will deliver the strategic goals.  Part of this encouragement may be to:
bring local parties together in joint funding proposals, 
to  commit council funds (if its appropriate and if you are have support of the cabinet),  
to help  to facilitate an open discussion with the community on a proposal
to facilitate work on site specific planning advice to set out a framework of expectation for a development site.
This is all proactive planning and needs to be done within a working partnership between members and officers – each with their separate roles.
Members need to be wary of the issues around probity certainly – and I will come to these later.  But for now its important to recognise that there is a role for members to be proactive in pursuit of local strategic goals and policies.



Leadership and Vision

• An active and involved role for members
• Not just a role of decision maker at committee
• Broker of local partnerships
• Sub regional working
• Economic Growth strategies
• Development leadership 
• Neighbourhood planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main purpose of pre-application discussion in a development management context will change slightly depending on whether a development is one identified as a strategic priority in the core strategy.
In the case of strategic proposals, the principle of the development will have been debated through the core strategy’s development or in some cases through more specific policy development such as for Area Action Plans ( and in the future through neighbourhood plans) or through development briefs etc.. 
The pre-applications discussions set up an opportunity to bring in a range of technical specialists and help to shape a proposed development to achieve the best outcomes and to test it out to make sure its not going to have adverse impacts. If the negative impacts cant be overcome, or the scheme cant be made to deliver the expected benefits, it still might be that the proposal will not gain planning permission.
The pre-application stage is also a chance for developers to find out whether a scheme is likely to enjoy support in principle.  Its important for them to know early on if a scheme is contrary to development plan policies and objectives, as it may mean that they don’t invest any more resources into an expensive planning application.  Clear non starters need to be identified early.  
For proposals where policy backing is less cut and dried  pre-application discussions give an opportunity for a scheme  to be improved, but care has to be taken to keep a level of detachment in recognition that a planning proposal may not be found acceptable.
The principles of probity remain that it is critical for the reputation of planning that not only should there be transparency and honesty in the conduct of business, but that it should seem so to any observer.  Although the restrictions and mechanisms for governing Council’s standards of behaviour are changing under the Localism and Planning act and through the closure of the Standards Board, Local Government will remain responsible for upholding appropriate standards.
 
For these reasons it is generally accepted that good practice will involve members acting their role in pre-application discussions  within an overall framework established by officers as part of DM processes.
There is no prescriptive framework for handling pre-app discussions.  It might include a range of informal to formal opportunities for public or minuted discussions.
Such as:
 Interim committee reports
Officer reports to committee on major pre-application discussions – public record/transparency
Members can then seek more information from officers and offer views on issues to be covered
Selective and information on all “majors” – further details can be supplied
 Developer presentations to the committee
(i) as a committee item for information, or
(ii) as special committee for major scheme
Public meetings 
direct developer/councillor discussion on issues to be covered in a formal minuted session
Developer forums
Developer hosts + organises forum for officers, members, (and others) in accordance with LA’s SCI  (See case study on Wycombe)
Councillors have to explain their role as they comment
Regular Planning forums
Public forum on proposal with invited speakers
Waverley convene and chair to stress purpose and explain councillors’ role
Developer presents: councillors, stakeholders and public hear about proposals early and can ask questions



The pre-application phase

• The local intelligence you bring into the 
authority

• The knowledge and contacts in your 
neighbourhoods

• Being  aware of other resources
• Asking the questions
• Capturing the opportunities
• Balancing pro-active and fairness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Planning decision making no matter whether you are following a development control or a development management approach, you have to operate in accordance with legislation and local codes of practice and protocols.
Development Plan – always the starting point!
The difference between development control and management is that traditionally, your consideration has turned on whether the proposal that you were considering met all of the policy rules.  I am no doubt exaggerating a little – but, as long as there was no breach of the rules, the proposal was deemed acceptable.  Equally a scheme that delivered things that were good for the community and which perhaps most of the community wanted would not be supported if there was an infringement of the policy rules (such as perhaps a community building on ragged poor quality open space or a housing on a redundant  education site).  
Development management is an approach entirely in keeping with the principles of spatial planning, and the core strategy policies are based on the balance between land use, social, economic and environmental needs.  Therefore in considering the development plan policies for decision making on a proposal, you should be giving more consideration to what outcomes the development can deliver for your community and the impacts that it would have rather than getting tangled up in details of site densities or plot ratios.
The development plan is the key document, but there is also a need to have an eye to the “other material considerations”.  These are considered in much more detail in some of the other briefing sessions.  However for DM purposes, the other material considerations that can be taken into account are for example – the Council Strategy document for schools, that sets out the detailed strategies for investment in schools provision ( and might well explain that the redundant school site is being sold to finance enhanced provision on another site).  These other strategies of the council are important and have a place within the determination of planning applications.
You might also like to think about how the strategies that are being developed by Local Economic Partnerships will play out in decisions made on planning applications.  These might be adopted within local plans, but they may not be.  Nonetheless, for the economic development of the subregional area, they may be important considerations.



Planning Committee

• Determining planning applications
• Thinking about the outcomes
• The development plan
• Other material considerations
• Viability
• S106 and CIL
• Delivery and conditions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Place shaping – positive role – explain
Planning decision making - Have to operate in accordance with legislation and local codes of practice and protocols.

Development Plan – always the starting point – need to make sure that community and council’s corporate ambitions are addressed by useful, relevant policies and supplementary documents. Refer to section in Act if necessary

Other material considerations – explain principle, weight to be given etc.

Other strategies – such as education,economic development – how does planning contribute to the delivery of these?


Good customer care is another feature of good development management.  This ranges from making sure that information on planning matters is readily available and written in easy to comprehend language to ensuring that processes are trimmed down to just what’s necessary.
Because planning is a legislative process it can very easily become a process tangled up in red tape and a one size fits all approach.  As part of DM I’d recommend that you should think about how planning processes are viewed by the customers – applicants, developers, business operators and neighbours.  One of the touchstones is that  the processes should be proportionate. That is that the effort is equivalent to the impact.
Several councils are now looking at introducing Local Development orders to allow some development ( as specified by local objectives) to have local permitted development.  This can cut costs as well as make life simpler for applicants.  The idea has been picked up in neighbourhood development orders as part of the localism Bill.
Others proportionate processes can be around validation information, delegation arrangements and committee procedures.
The way that committee is run is a good test of a development management approach.  Its good customer care to ensure that:
people who come to the committee a given a good hearing, 
the discussion of the merits of a proposal is clear and open and not carried out in side conversations,  
those in the room have a view of any plans or information on display
voting procedure is properly conducted and 
when a decision is made, its clear what that decision is.






Think about the view from the gallery

• Proportionate processes
• Take all comments into account
• Good discussion at committee 
• Good advice provided at committee
• Engagement and public speaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning system is complex and misunderstood
Must explain how comments will be taken into account or not (if not a relevant material planning matter)

Clear discussion and explanation of key issues at committee in non-technical language is essential

Good advice – good quality reports and presentations and appropriate officers in attendance to provide necessary technical ,procedural and legal advice

Engagement – How are views heard? Role of committee members,ward members and general public during the meeting – public speaking procedures and protocols

----

The key thought for the part of the DM process that carries on after the permission is given is - be a problem solver
                     
This challenge has many facets, but it is essentially about making sure that those developments that have been granted permission get out of the ground and deliver the benefits for the community that they should.
Part of this is about making sure that conditions that are impose as part of a permission are reasonable and not a case of giving with one hand and taking with the other.   It’s a big temptation in the final stages of wrestling with a complex, multi facetted development scheme to just roll over important details in conditions that need to be sorted out later.  These sometimes damn a scheme through further delays, or can introduce costs that will make a scheme unviable.  
Another role where members can be invaluable in aiding the delivery of a scheme is to take on a liaison role between the community and developer over through the construction phase (how effective a councillor’s influence can be in getting co-ordination over construction traffic!) or over the timely and quality delivery of some s106 benefits.
Levers that Members can utilise can even include making use of Council’s assets or prioritising and co-ordinating spending priorities if a member of the Executive.  These can be hugely influential in helping to unblock a stalled development.



Delivery

Determining the application is not the same as 
getting it built, therefore:

• Conditions
• Unblocking stalled development
• Compliance
• Review
• Delivering the s106 benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plan making – engage in the LDF process, build consensus in the community ,be a problem solver
                     
Need to have a vision, be a community leader. May have to make difficult decisions which are unpopular.

Pre-application – bring community needs/wants to the developer
                         Is the scheme a goer?
                         Know needs of community groups – have dialogue with officers
                         How find this intelligence and pass it on?

Role at committee – see previous slide

Role when development is not proceeding,even if it has planning permission

Levers that Members can utilise – eg.best use of Council’s assets if a member of the Executive

---

The last link in the development management chain is the evaluation and delivery one.
This is a big gap in many councils.  The annual monitoring report that officers prepare is often data heavy and not focused on the member’s place shaping priorities.  The reports cover the delivery of policies in statistical terms but there is little if any weight given to learning from the development that has been delivered.
In a development management approach, it is essential that council officers, members, community groups and developers all share learning from what has been delivered in the preceding year.  When we talk about the outcomes from developments, this is sometimes hard to capture this in data form.  A good evaluation approach will include asking the people who have moved into a development how they find it, what could have been better, or how the development has fitted into the existing community.  Equally its important to find out opinions from the existing community, about their perspective once a development is complete, from local businesses about whether the new residents have increased their business opportunities etc.
This kind of information is sometimes time consuming to discover and takes a commitment from members as well as officers to be part of the evaluation process and to learn lessons from what you find out.
In the context of the Government’s reform agenda, it is hoped that neighbourhoods entrusted with the future shaping of change in their places, will take the chance to be positive.  Evaluating the real experience of development  will be an important tool in overcoming development prejudice and for making sure that schemes are shaped to give the best results. 









Evaluation and Learning

• Regular means of learning from 
experience

• Check the outcomes
• Check the process
• Be part of the Monitoring 

review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have covered a lot of ground in this briefing session and this final slide gives a summary of some of the key points of  the differences that in a  development management approach to considering development as opposed to a more traditional development control culture.
DC was based upon regulation.
The system stopped the worst happening
Now when we are looking at the interconnectiveness of places – economic, social, environmental, wellbeing and social inclusion, its clearly time to assign a more pro-active role to planning in order to deliver places that local communities need/want.
Planning Delivery Grant (PDG) and Housing & Planning Delivery Grant (H&PDG) drove a performance culture (which was necessary to a point ) where any improvement and change concentrated upon process rather than outcomes.
Development management has a focus on making the best of the investment opportunities that come to your places, and ensuring that they are shaped well through engagement with the community, then delivered on the ground where they can make the contribution to better places for people to live and work.



What are the things to think about?

• Active planning to deliver spatial objectives
• Making the best of opportunities
• Confidence for investment
• Good customer service
• Caring about getting good development 

delivered

From  control to management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An opportunity for those in the briefing session to discuss some of the options and challenges.
Encourage the [participants to translate these into ideas and action points. 



Summary and conclusions

• Key messages

• Future events?

• Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PAS has a range of other materials and information for members to stay up to date with changes in the world of planning, good practice sharing from other authorities about how they have responded to challenges and places to ask questions and get a response from your peers.
Register for the PAS website if you are not already registered. 



Contact PAS 

email   pas@local.gov.uk
web     www.pas.gov.uk
phone  020 7664 3000
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